
“Their songs reflect the beauty they find all around them and their 
sense of wonder and gratitude.” 

—WUNC State of Things

violet bell
“Violet Bell puts an avant-garde twist on traditional roots music.” –INDY Week

quick facts
• Home base: Chapel Hill, NC
• Touring config 2-5
• Current Album: Shapeshifter (2022) 

recorded with GRAMMY-nominated 
Jason Richmond, featuring guest 
appearances by members of Mipso, 
Joe Troop, and Tatiana Hargreaves

•  For Fans of:  Valerie June, 
Watchhouse, Bonny Light 
Horseman, Mipso

career
• Touring as ambassadors for the US 

State Department 2019-2020
• Official showcasing artists at OAPN 

2022, Americanafest 2021 and 2018, 
PAE2019, and ArtsMarket 2019

• Taught educational and inspiring 
workshops to students and 
communities of all ages in 
collaboration with KidzNotes, Diana 
Wortham Theatre, Elm St. Cultural 
Arts Center, and many more.

Hailing from the forests of North Carolina’s Eno River, Violet Bell brings forth the lush and 
sinuous sounds of Americana-Folk music. Lizzy Ross and Omar Ruiz-Lopez draw on a thread 
of untamable energy and natural magic passed down through generations of storytelling. As a 
duo with wildly different backgrounds - Ruiz-Lopez born in Panama and raised in Puerto Rico 
while Ross grew up on the Chesapeake Bay - Violet Bell has a unique perspective on the roots 
music traditions that inform their sound. With their forthcoming album, Shapeshifter, Violet Bell 
encapsulates the sound and mystery of Appalachia while unveiling how ancient folklore can 
connect to modern day life. 

Shapeshifter initially began as a re-telling of an ancient Celtic myth. They found modern 
questions in the ancient selkie archetype - how do we stay true to ourselves in a world defined 
by inherited systems? How do we close the gulf between who we are and who we pretend to 
be? Throughout the entire album, Violet Bell gently reveals their supreme talent of storytelling 
and prominent gift of transporting their listeners. Shapeshifter was produced by GRAMMY-
nominated Jason Richmond (Avett Brothers) and features guest performances from Tatiana 
Hargreaves, members of Mipso, and Joe Troop (Che Apalache).

Live, Ross and Ruiz-Lopez flow fluidly between guitar, banjo, and fiddle. Performing as a duo 
to a quintet, each configuration is undeniably captivating to the audience. In their young career, 
they have been featured at festivals and events across the country, including Americanafest 
2021 and as musical ambassadors for the US State Department, thanks to their fresh, yet 
approachable take on modern folk music. 
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